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Anchor planters are handmade in limited quantities in 
Melbourne, Australia. Thrown by hand on a potter’s wheel, 
each planter we make is a unique object; a home for your 
plants with a carefully considered shape and a surface rich with 
the evidence of its handmade origins.

The planters were originally conceived in terracotta and as a 
reworking of the ubiquitous terracotta pots and pipes that we 
all have in our gardens. The planter range has since evolved 
to include two different shapes, six sizes and four earthy glaze 
options. Each glaze finish is the result of countless hours of 
testing and refinement and is designed to complement both 
the clean geometric shapes of the planters and colours of 
the plants that will ultimately sit within. The glaze colours are 
also designed to complement many of the other items in the 
Anchor product range including lighting, tiles and outdoor 
furniture.

At Anchor, we’re passionate about maintaining healthy and 
robust local design and manufacturing industries. Our products 
are hand made in our studio in Melbourne, Australia and in 
doing so we provide employment opportunities for young 
practitioners, educate and transfer our skills and knowledge 
and support a whole host of other local businesses with the 
same ideals. In buying a product designed and made here in 
Australia, you’re helping support this vision.



SMALL TALL
160 High x 100 Wide

SMALL LOW
90 High x 130 Wide

MEDIUM TALL
175 High x 165 Wide

MEDIUM LOW
120 High x 215 Wide

ALL DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE APPROXIMATE. SIZE VARIATION OF UP TO 25-30MM IS TYPICAL AT THE LARGER SIZES.

SIZING
Undercut planters are available in small, medium and 
large sizes with two format options - low or tall, within 
each size. Rather than being made to an exact size, the 
planters are thrown by hand using a specific weight of clay 
for each size. The sizing is judged by eye rather than using 
specific measurements. This produces subtle size shifts 
within the small, medium and large size brackets making 
each planter a truly unique object. 

GLAZE OPTIONS
We currently offer five glaze options - each carefully 
developed to complement the geometric form of the 
planters and other items in our ceramic product range. 
Each of the glaze colours are represented on the pages 
following. There is no price difference across the glaze 
range. 

DRIP TRAYS
Undercut planters are made with drainage holes as this 
presents the best possible conditions for the plants. 
Drip trays to suit each glaze and size of planter are also 
available; a flat saucer-like tray designed to complement 
the clean, structural lines of the planters. Drip trays must 
be ordered with a corresponding planter and are not 
available individually. 

UNDERCUT PLANTER



LARGE TALL
230 High x 220 Wide

LARGE LOW
135 High x 295 Wide



SMALL TALL
165 High x 195 Wide

Speckled White

SMALL LOW
120 High x 230 Wide

Terracotta

MEDIUM TALL
200 High x 230 Wide

Charcoal

ALL DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE APPROXIMATE. SIZE VARIATION OF UP TO 25-30MM IS TYPICAL AT THE LARGER SIZES.

SIZING
Funnel planters are available in small, medium and 
large sizes with two format options - low or tall, within 
each size. Rather than being made to an exact size, the 
planters are thrown by hand using a specific weight of 
clay for each size. The sizing is judged by eye rather 
than using specific measurements. This produces subtle 
size shifts within each size bracket making each planter 
a truly unique object. 

GLAZE OPTIONS
The Funnel planter is available in five glaze options. 
Each of the glaze colours are represented below and on 
the pages following. There is no price difference across 
the glaze range.

FUNNEL PLANTER



MEDIUM LOW
140 High x 340 Wide

Speckled white

LARGE TALL
220 High x 270 Wide

Grey-green
LARGE LOW
160 High x 340 Wide
Pale grey



SPECKLED WHITE TERRACOTTA
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CUSTOM ORDERS
We’re not producing custom orders at this time.

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
Whilst we don’t have specific quantity or cost minimums 
for wholesale orders, it is considerably more efficient for 
us to produce in larger numbers. 
Trade orders are subject to a minimum order quantity. 

LEAD TIMES
All of our products are made to order on a first in-first 
out basis. Lead times will vary depending on our current 
production loads, however 8-10 weeks is typical. Larger 
orders may take longer so please discuss this with us 
at the time of ordering. Christmas is a particularly busy 
period; we usually close orders for the year towards 
the end of October so we encourage you to order your 
Christmas stock well in advance.  

GENERAL INFORMATION
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GREY-GREENPALE GREY CHARCOAL

GLAZES
The five glaze options for both planter ranges are 
pictured below. Each glaze finish has been developed 
specifically for the planter range and is the result of 
careful testing and refinement. Each glaze has a natural 
compatibility with the broad colour spectrum of the 
plant world and with the colours of other products in 
the Anchor range.
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